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Congrats to Norfolk for winning the Calder Cup. They swept the Marlies. In their last 43 games,
the Admirals have lost three games. Impressive to say the very least.

Tyler Johnson had four points and six shots on goal for Norfolk today in their 6-1
series-clinching win.

Cory Conacher had four helpers.

What better way to celebrate the weekend than with DobberHockey's latest and greatest - the
2012 Prospects Report?

Pick it up here.
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According to Bob McKenzie, the Lightning could put an enticing package together for Kings
goaltender Jonathan Bernier .

Their best trade chip is winger Brett Connolly . I don’t think they would part with big Victor
Hedman
.
The Kings would love to add a young forward with Connolly’s skill set. Tampa Bay would have
to make the package more enticing by adding another few pieces, though.

I switched gears a bit on my blog - click the link below to check out my five favourite sports
memorabilia items, including a chance to win an autographed photo.

Here are my five favourite items in the collection.

An interesting read from NHL numbers on Nino Niederreiter ’s dismal rookie season.

“The company Niederreiter kept in the shot department is much more consistent with what we
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would expect from a talent of his caliber. I have no idea what happened to him in 2012, but he
isn't nearly as bad as his production would otherwise suggest. He may end up flaming out
eventually, but in his ugly looking rookie season Niederreiter proved that he can at least get the
puck to the net in the NHL.

The next step is actually converting those shots into chances and production. He may never do
it, but it's way too early to write Niederreiter off.”

The Ducks gave Patrick Maroon a one year extension.

Maroon led the AHL affiliate in Syracuse with 74 points in 75 games in 2011-12. Philly drafted
him but traded him a few years ago because of apparent character issues (which have yet to be
an issue in Anaheim).

Maroon played a bit with the Ducks last season, but he should get a lengthy look at camp this
fall for a top nine spot with the big club.
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A potential on ice reason why Radulov caused some friction in Nashville – shift length.
Radulov took the second longest shifts on the team, trailing only
Ryan Suter
. Too long for a forward, and it obviously didn’t get him in Barry Trotz’s good books. Will be
interesting to see if he returns to the KHL. With the uncertainty around the CBA I imagine a lot
of these guys will look elsewhere with NHL opt out clauses.

Pierre LeBrun says to keep an eye on the Carolina Hurricanes regarding Jordan Staal . Staal
becomes a UFA next summer – the same time as
Sidney Crosby
.

The Hurricanes would obviously love to unite the Staal brothers.

A trade could work for Pittsburgh if they think Staal may be too rich for their blood. Brandon
Sutter
isn’t
far off from Staal, as he looks to be on his way to developing into one of the better young
centers in the game. The Hurricanes also have a number of impressive young defensemen with
low cap hits who would definitely interest the Penguins.
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Sutter + McBain for Staal, as a starting point?

The top 10 hits of the postseason (so far).

Undersized center Tyler Johnson has had an impressive playoff run in the AHL for Norfolk.

He was a star in the WHL with Spokane (I remember him being a creative offensive player
whenever I got the chance to watch him play). In his final WHL season (2010-11), Johnson
scored 53 goals and had 115 points for the Chiefs.

The Lightning signed him as a free agent – due to his lack of size and perceived lack of skating
ability, he slipped through the draft multiple times.

It will be interesting to see how he does – he is doing a great job at the AHL level, but we have
seen many good undersized skilled forwards who have failed to take the next step up to the
NHL.
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Are the Islanders still high on Calvin de Haan? Should they be? He has battled some serious
injuries over the past few years, and the Isles have had some young guys come in and jump
ahead of him on the depth chart.

He’s never going to be a defensive or physical guy, and needs to contribute positively from an
offensive/transition standpoint to earn a spot with the big club this fall. I don’t think he will
become the offensive force many expected/hoped when he was picked in the first round, but it
is too early to write off such a talented prospect.

Aaron Ness is another Islanders defenseman who could crack the roster, but I think the one to
watch this fall is
Matt Donovan .

A lengthy look at several of the gameplay advances in store for NHL 13:

{youtube}d4b5jmabViA{/youtube}
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